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As seen in Good Housekeeping, Redbook, and Woman’s Day

Yearning to reclaim the more youthful you? Wish to have 

your outer beauty match the vitality you feel on the inside? Dreaming of a 

renewed shape for your stomach or breasts since having children? 

Whether searching for the latest injectables to erase creases and wrinkles or 

surgical intervention to help you reach your personal cosmetic goals, finding a 

highly qualified plastic surgeon with a talent for 

achieving beautiful results is critical to your success.

Meet Dr. Vega 
At Vega Aesthetic & Reconstructive Surgery, Stephen 

J. Vega, MD, a board-certified plastic surgeon, offers 

the full spectrum of advanced aesthetic procedures. 

He is also renowned for his expertise in using 

leading-edge microsurgical techniques for breast 

reconstruction after cancer treatment. 

Explains Dr. Vega, “My experience in handling 

the surgical intricacies surrounding breast 

reconstruction allows me to create outstanding 

results for the aesthetic procedures I perform. 

Attention to detail and precision are musts 

when performing some of the more complex 

reconstructions. I bring these skills to the work I 

do for all of my patients, no matter how minor or 

challenging their procedure may be. I love making 

my patients look great.” 

Begin your personal enhancement journey by 

meeting with Dr. Vega. You can be assured that the 

attention and care you will receive at Vega Aesthetic 

& Reconstructive Surgery will lead you to the 

beautifully natural results you are seeking.
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Excellence and Artistry
in Plastic Surgery

               I have to tell you what a  
               wonderful person you are.  
You and your staff have been 
marvelous! I would recommend you  
to anyone, and have. I was treated with 
warmth and compassion.  Thank you  
so much! —NaNcY, a paTIeNT

Dr. Vega is exceptional. I could not  
have asked for better care.
—a ThaNkful paTIeNT

1050 pittsford-Victor Road, Building B
pittsford, NY 14534

A practice based on great reputation,

outstanding patient care, and beautiful outcomes.

Dr. Vega takes pride in working with a caring and 
knowledgeable staff: (back left) Kathy, Secretary;  
(back right) Chrysa, PA; (front, l to r) Dawn,  
Office Manager; Sandra, Secretary; Karen, RN.

585-383-4040
vegaplasticsurgery.com

here, cosmetic and reconstructive procedures  
are offered by skilled hands.

“
”

For your face:
E Facelift
E Necklift
E Botox & Fillers
E Browlift
E eyelid surgery
E Rhinoplasty 
   (nasal surgery)

For your breasts:
E Augmentation/ 
   enhancement
E Breast Lift
E Post-cancer  
   reconstruction— 
   specializing in  
   advanced surgeries  
   such as the DIeP and  
   tUG-gracilis flaps

For your body:
E tummy tuck
E Liposuction 
E Body contouring


